We prove the dimension free estimates of the L p → L p , 1 < p ≤ ∞, norms of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator related to the optimal control balls on the Heisenberg group H n .
g 1 = (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), g 2 = (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ∈ R n , z 1 , z 2 ∈ R, the group product of g 1 and g 2 is given by the formula g 1 g 2 = x 1 + x 2 , y 1 + y 2 , z 1 + z 2 − 1 2 S((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )
where the symplectic form S is defined by S((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) = x 1 , y 2 − x 2 , y 1 , x, y = n i=1
x i y i .
Denote by X 1 , . . . , X n , Y 1 , . . . , Y n , Z the left invariant vector fields on H n such that X 1 (0) = e x 1 , . . . , Z(0) = e z . Then in coordinates we have (0.1)
For t > 0 let us define the isotropic dilations on H n by δ t (e x i ) = te x i , δ t (e y i ) = te y i , δ t (e z ) = t 2 e z and extend these formulas by linearity to H n . Then the dilations δ t form a one-parameter group of automorphisms of H n .
An absolutely continuous curve
) and γ(0) = 0.
We define the length of γ (cf. [G] ) by
1/2 dt and then the optimal control norm by d(g) = inf{|γ| : γ(1) = g and γ is admissible}.
It follows directly from the definition that d is subadditive, symmetric on H n and homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to δ t , that is, d(δ t (g)) = td(g). It is well known that d is everywhere finite and bounded on compact subsets of H n . By homogeneity d is mutually Hölder continuous with respect to the euclidean norm. We define a metric on H n by d(g 1 , g 2 ) = d(g 1 g −1 2 ). We will identify H n with C n × R putting z j = x j + iy j . Let U n denote the group of unitary matrices on C n . In what follows we will consider U n as a subgroup of O 2n (R). Then the natural action of U n on R 2n preserves the symplectic form: (0.3) S((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) = S(U(x 1 , y 1 ), U(x 2 , y 2 )) for U ∈ U n .
Consequently, the formula Ug = (U(x, y), z) for U ∈ U n and g = (x, y, z) defines an automorphic action of U n on H n . See [F] for the proofs. The Lebesgue measure dg = dxdydz is a bi-invariant measure on H n .
Theorem 1. Let p > 1 and
where | | denotes the Lebesgue measure on H n . Then the operator B * is bounded on L p (H n ) with the norm which is controlled independently of n.
For the classical Hardy-Littlewood maximal function on R n the above theorem is due to E. M. Stein (see [B] , [S2] and [S3] for this and similar results). The question considered in Theorem 1 is due to M. Cowling.
We note that since the measure metric space (H n , d, dg) is a space of homogeneous type, the maximal function B * is bounded on L p , p > 1, and in fact is of weak type (1, 1) (cf. [S1] ).
The idea of our proof of Theorem 1 follows [S3] . We begin with the following standard fact:
where denotes the Euclidean norm in R n .
Proof. In order to prove the lemma it suffices to observe that the unitary matrices act transitively on the unit sphere in C n , map admissible curves onto admissible curves and preserve |γ|. The statements above follow easily from the formula d dt
where for a unitary matrix U and vectors a(t) = (a 1 (t), . . . , a n (t)),
Denote by π : H n → R 2n , π(x, y, z) = (x, y), the projection onto the generating subspace of H n . To prove the formula, we apply U to (0.2). Then by (0.1) and (0.3),
The lemma follows.
Lemma 2. We have
Proof. Fix g = (x, y, z) ∈ H n and let γ be an admissible curve joining (0, 0, 0) and g such that |γ| ≤ (1 + ε)d(x, y, z). It follows directly from (0.1) that for every g ∈ H n and 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have π(X i (g)) = ∂ x i (πg), π(Y i (g)) = ∂ y i (πg).
Consequently, the projection γ = πγ of the curve γ on R 2n satisfies the
and γ(1) = (x, y, 0). By the classical isoperimetric inequality we have
and consequently r ≤ d(x, y, t) .
Applying the above argument to g = (x, y, 0) we get
In order to obtain the opposite inequality d(x, y, 0) ≤ r it suffices to check that by (0.1) the line segment joining (0, 0, 0) and (x, y, 0) is an admissible curve and then to compute its length. We omit the calculations. The lemma follows.
The following simple fact will be crucial for our argument. . Then z → m r (z) is decreasing for z ≥ 0 and increasing for z ≤ 0 (and in fact symmetric, but we will not use it).
Proof. Let Γ z = Γ 1 z , m(z) = m 1 (z). By homogeneity of d it suffices to prove the lemma for m(z). Let z ≥ 0. For a fixed 0 < t < 1 consider the set
Applying the estimates
we get d((t + s)x, (t + s)y, t 2 z) = d((tx, ty, t 2 z)(sx, sy, 0)) ≤ d(tx, ty, t 2 z) + d(sx, sy, 0) ≤ 1, hence by Lemma 1,
In order to prove the lemma it suffices to observe that the orthogonal projection of Γ z onto the plane containing Γ t 2 z is contained in A. Since A is a ring, this easily follows from the inequalities
Since the proof for z ≤ 0 is similar, the lemma follows.
Denote by µ r the uniform probability measure supported on the sphere {(x, y, 0) : x 2 + y 2 = 1} of radius r and by S r the spherical average
Then by [NTh] , the corresponding spherical maximal operator
Let M * denote the one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood maximal function along the central direction. The lemma below reduces our result to L p estimates for S * .
Lemma 4. The following estimate holds:
Proof. Since B * is left invariant, it suffices to prove the lemma for g = 0.
Observe that for the appropriate constant b n , in the polar coordinates (x, y) = (x(ω, ̺), y(ω, ̺)) = ω̺, (ω, ̺) ∈ S 2n−1 × R + , Lemma 1 implies
The last inequality follows from the Stein theorem (see [S1, II, 2.1]), owing to Lemma 3 and the obvious fact Ì m r dz = 1 (consider the constant function in the above calculations). The lemma follows.
Lemma 5. Let p > 1 be fixed. Then the maximal function S * is bounded on L p (H n ), n ≥ n(p) = 1+(2p − 1)/(2p − 2); its operator norm is controlled independently of n.
Proof. Let n ≥ n(p) and let A ∈ U n . Denote by dm(A) the right invariant probability measure on U n . Let µ r denote the uniform probability measure supported on the 2n(p)−1-dimensional sphere of radius r contained in the plane Π = {(x, y, 0) : x n(p)+1 = y n(p)+1 = · · · = x n = y n = 0} ⊂ R 2n and centered at (0, 0, 0). Observe that the fomula
defines an U n -invariant probability measure on the sphere of radius r in R 2n so ν r = µ r . Hence
and
where A(f )(g) = f (A(g)) is an isometry in L p , p > 0. Consequently, since for any Banach space X and strongly measurable X-valued function on U n one has (H n(p) ) . To see the last estimate we will identify H n = H n(p) × R 2(n−n(p)) putting g = (g 1 , g 2 ) where g 1 = (x 1 , . . . , x n(p) , 0, . . . , y 1 , . . . , y n(p) , 0, . . . , z) ∈ Π × R = H n(p) and g 2 = (0, . . . , x n(p)+1 , . . . , x n , 0, . . . , y n(p)+1 , . . . , y n , 0) ∈ R 2(n−n(p)) .
Then by the group multiplication formula µ r * f g 2 (g 1 ) = µ r * H n(p) f g 2 (g 1 ) where * H n(p) denotes convolution on H n(p) and f g 2 (·) = f (·, g 2 ). Consequently, by Fubini's theorem, µ * L p (H n )→L p (H n ) ≤ µ * L p (H n(p) )→L p (H n(p) ) . The lemma now follows from [NTh] .
Proof of Theorem 1. The norm of M * on L p (H n ) is equal to the norm of the classical Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator on L p (R). Observe that then M * acts only on f 2 , which proves the statement. Applying Lemmas 4 and 5 we get a uniform bound of B * on L p (H n ), n > n(p). Since B * is bounded on L p (H n ) for each n, the theorem follows.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 works obviously for the family of Folland balls B r = {(x, y, z) : ( x 2 + y 2 ) 2 + |z| 2 ≤ r 4 }.
